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"Horse Crazy!" is a jam-packed treasure chest of a book
that will keep horse-obsessed kids ages eight and up
busy for hours on end. It offers practical information
about horses, from anatomy and history to the details of
training, grooming, and showing. It also has lots of great
ideas for horse-related projects, such as writing horse
stories and drawing or photographing horses. There are
books to read, movies to see, unusual ways to have fun
with a horse, tips on how to choose a horse camp,
information on horse-loving careers, and much more.
The Earth Walkers is a story of the relationship of
horses, humans, and planet earth. It is a simple story
that over time we, as humans, have complicated. Once,
all three lived in harmony, but humans viewed this as
primitive, savage, or wild. And so we began to make our
existence together more civilized. In our interference, we
began to lose respect for our planet and all that lived
upon it, including ourselves. One of the three, though,
remained steadfast throughout the story. Horses, except
in their physical appearance, have neither changed nor
tried to change anything, just being themselves,
constantly at our sides. Tracing the story of the
relationship from the beginning of time, the unique bond
between humans and horses is explored through
different civilizations and cultures up to present day. It
tracks the journey of the two species and the effect they
had on earth as they walked around it. It also tells the
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story of how—when in times of disruption, chaos, and
imbalance—earth has spoken to us, giving us signs; and
horses have always been there, guiding us to a path
back home. It is a path to a home on earth where all can
live in harmony and at peace—a path that we will
hopefully choose to walk together once again.
The leader of the s who was a commoner, because of
the relationship with Xiao Xi and Huai An Xi, decided to
enter William's Music Academy to look for him. However,
because of the difference in status, he had to struggle to
survive amongst the noble princes and princesses.Why
was he so unlucky? In this Aristocrat Academy, he had
always been at the mercy of the Demons.God, have
mercy on her, give her a knight who is brave and
handsome, and be pure as an angel.What?
MYGOY!Why do demons and knights look exactly the
same?Did you see it all? He rubbed it with all his
might.Woo woo ... * They were indeed identical twins. In
the end, which one of them was the knight she loved the
most in her heart?Riding on a White Horse, was not
necessarily a prince, nor was it necessarily Tang Seng.
Wow wow wow, there was also the possibility that it was
a devil!Heh heh, of course, the ones riding the White
Horse might still be the Angels with Jellyfish Wings.
A little pony sparkling with magic. But his big wish is for a
special friend! And so Alexandras show jumping
dreams look like they might come true when glossy
Palomino pony, Comet canters into the ring
A rescued horse, an abandoned ranch, a new beginning
for a very lucky girl ... and the start of an exciting new
horse series! Taylor Henry loves horses, but her single
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mom can't afford riding lessons, much less a horse. So
when she discovers an abandoned gelding and pony,
Taylor is happy just to be around them. But the rescued
animals have nowhere to go, and Taylor is running out of
time to find them a good home. Could the empty old barn
on Wildwood Lane be the answer? And could Taylor's
wildest dream -- of a horse to call her own -- finally be
coming true?
"Part One of this exploration of screwball comedies and
their later offspring begins midcentury discussing the
careers and love of popular super stars. Writers and
directors are given their due. Part Two, takes an in depth
look at the films, from the genre's inception and the stars
that appear in them, ending with some thoughts about
the future"-Traces the story of a champion equine jumper and the
Dutch farmer who rescued him from the slaughterhouse,
recounting how the farmer discovered Snowman's
jumping talents and trained him to compete against the
world's thoroughbreds.

This is the story of Jumping Jack, a colt born with
Grand Prix show-jumping dreams, told in his own
voice and from his perspective. Young readers see
how he sets his goals high, believes in himself,
overcomes adversity, and perseveres. He
contemplates advice from his mother, his trainers,
and other horses. He overcomes obstacles such as
impatience, bullying, and injury. He shows everyone
that he is the colt that could and that any horse that
sets their mind to it can make their dreams come
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true.
Antonia’s greatest love is riding horses. So it’s no
surprise that her dream is to become a successful
show jumper. But when her riding instructor presents
an opportunity for Antonia to realize her dream by
entering her for a big show-jumping competition,
Antonia’s courage seems to fail her. After all, not
only is Antonia the youngest entrant in the
competition, but Elfin Dance, the wild gelding she
rides, sometimes has a mind of his own. To make
matters worse, Alina—Antonia’s antagonist who
never misses an opportunity to best her—is entering
the competition, too. Does Antonia even stand a
chance? A story of perseverance told by Elisabeth
Zöller and Brigitte Kolloch, featuring the colorful
illustrations of Betina Gotzen-Beek, Antonia and the
Big Competition encourages girls to overcome their
fears and obstacles in this second book in an
exciting new horse series for young readers aged 7
to 10. Readers will learn how to follow their dreams
and problem solve by following Antonia's example.
The confident and level-headed Antonia is a great
role model for young girls and parents will want to
continue buying books in this new series as their
children strive to be more empowered and a good
leader. Sky Pony Press, with our Good Books,
Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is proud to publish
a broad range of books for young readers—picture
books for small children, chapter books, books for
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middle grade readers, and novels for young adults.
Our list includes bestsellers for children who love to
play Minecraft; stories told with LEGO bricks; books
that teach lessons about tolerance, patience, and the
environment, and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or
a national bestseller, we are committed to books on
subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not otherwise find a
home.
Discover the messages hidden in your dreams, your
hopes, your fears, your unrealized strengths and
potential with this well-loved dream dictionary that
interprets both classic and twenty-first century
symbols. It's a double-caf low-fat Frappuccino-kind
of world, and all that bustle doesn't stop just because
it's time for bed. While you sleep, your mind is busy
going over everything you've experienced during the
day. Everything from speed dating and Botox to text
messages and smartphones -- you can tap into your
unconscious with the turn of a page. Learn how to
recognize life-altering opportunities and become the
person you've always dreamed of being.
Now back in print featuring the original text and
illustrations in a gorgeous hardcover edition, the
magnificent Lipizzan stallions of Vienna come to life
again in this exciting story that is rich in history and
horsemanship from a Newbery Medal-winning
author.
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MainCastle, year 1319. "A dense layer of clouds
threatens to hide the moon that illuminates the city
with scarlet hues. The houses sleep in silence. Of all
the houses, there is only one whose interior is still
illuminated. One that resists falling into sleep, who
remains awake despite the late night..." From the top
of his castle, Count Joseph wields his unlimited
power. Who will put an end to this nightmare? A
novel with high doses of ACTION set in the LOW
MIDDLE AGE.
The translation of Felicja Kruszewska's A Dream
introduces a major play by a twentieth-century
female playwright to the English-speaking world. On
March 7, 1927 A Dream - a large-scale
expressionistic drama by an unknown poet - burst on
the Polish theatrical scene in a dazzling debut
production by the young actor Edmund Wiercinski,
who would become one of the outstanding directors
of his time. The play's hallucinatory visions of the
rise of fascism and the heroine's longing for a
providential savior on a white horse spoke directly to
Polish audiences about their deepest anxieties.
During the next two years A Dream received three
additional stagings and became the subject of lively
debate and controversy. The play, which has been
successfully revived in 1974, is an outstanding
example of European expressionism. The volume
also contains An Excursion to the Museum, by the
contemporary Polish poet, playwright, and shortPage 6/16
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story writer Tadeusz Rozewicz. A disturbing account
of an utterly mundane visit to Auschwitz, the tale is a
brilliant example of the playwright's technique of
poetic collage.
Eleven years old, Sharon is a shy girl who lives in a
busy town. She dreams of riding horses but her
parents cannot afford to buy her one and even her
best friend Ann and her other friends are generally
only interested in boys and pop music. Sharon would
secretly like a boyfriend but feels awkward around
boys. She is much happier living her dreams in her
mind. Lost Star is her secret white horse that is her
imaginary friend. He helps her cope with the stress
of school and the everyday problems she
encounters, he appears to help when no one else
can. Together, they can fly through the sky of her
dreams. She knows she would be laughed at, so she
does not tell anyone, even Ann, about her imaginary
horse. She so dreams that one day, the pretend
friend of her dreams will become real and she will be
able to ride in show jumping competitions, just like
the top riders in the horse magazines; but her family
has no knowledge, nor equally can they understand,
the passion Sharon has for horses. Even the boy
she likes and dreams of being her boyfriend does
not show any interest in her or even like horses. That
Spring, she visits a family friend's farm where horses
are also kept and the opportunity to ride in a
competition, starts to appear possible but can
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Sharon overcome the obstacles? Can she turn her
love of horses into reality, dare she get to know the
boy? This book is a love story. It tells the tale of how
over the period of a few months, Sharon's love for
horses, helps her reach for all she believes is
possible.
At last, Evy’s over-protective, hermit mother is letting her go
somewhere – to the rodeo in town! She plans on having tons
of fun doing something normal for a change. But as usual,
adventures find her, this time in the form of an abused,
drugged, and terrified mare who hates humans so much she
refuses to trust even Evy. As Evy tries to help her, Twilight,
her intrepid filly, is miles away and in danger. How can Evy
save them both?
Harry de Leyer first saw the horse he would name Snowman
on a truck bound for the slaughterhouse. The recent Dutch
immigrant recognized the spark in the eye of the beaten-up
nag and bought him for eighty dollars. On Harry's modest
farm on Long Island, he ultimately taught Snowman how to
fly. Here is the dramatic and inspiring rise to stardom of an
unlikely duo. One show at a time, against extraordinary odds
and some of the most expensive thoroughbreds alive, the pair
climbed to the very top of the sport of show jumping. Their
story captured the heart of Cold War-era America-a story of
unstoppable hope, inconceivable dreams, and the chance to
have it all. They were the longest of all longshots-and their
win was the stuff of legend.
Born into a wealthy military family, author Julie Lee enjoyed a
privileged childhood in stark contrast to the abject poverty
that most Cambodians experienced. In April 1975, however, it
all changed when communist Khmer Rouge forces headed by
the ruthless Pol Pot capture the capital city of Phnom Penh.
After her mother and father are sent to separate labor camps
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and Pol Pot unleashes a genocide upon the Cambodian
people, Julie is forced to flee with her Grandparents, but
between them and the safety of Thailand are hundreds of
miles of dangerous jungle and the guns of the Khmer Rouge.
As they flee, Julie and her Grandparents are captured and
thrown with other refugees into a labor camp where, at the
age of six she witnesses man's inhumanity to his fellow man.
With her co-author Keith Vickers, Julie relates the true story
of her survival which she attributes to countless miracles and
the guidance of an angelic White Horse.
An Edgar Award winner blends Mark Twain's humor and
Stephen King's suspense in this darkly compelling novel of
three friends determined to take their friend's ashes to
Hollywood. May Lynn was once a pretty girl who dreamed of
becoming a Hollywood star. Now she's dead, her body
dredged up from the Sabine River. Sue Ellen, May Lynn's
strong-willed teenage friend, sets out to dig up May Lynn's
body, burn it to ash, and take those ashes to Hollywood to
spread around. If May Lynn can't become a star, then at least
her ashes will end up in the land of her dreams. Along with
her friends Terry and Jinx and her alcoholic mother, Sue Ellen
steals a raft and heads downriver to carry May Lynn's
remains to Hollywood. Only problem is, Sue Ellen has some
stolen money that her enemies will do anything to get back.
And what looks like a prime opportunity to escape from a
worthless life will instead lead to disastrous consequences. In
the end, Sue Ellen will learn a harsh lesson on just how hard
growing up can really be.
The hit series is back, to charm and inspire another
generation of baby-sitters! Mallory loves horses. She loves
reading about them. She loves writing about them. And most
of all, she loves daydreaming about them. So when Mallory's
parents agree to let her take riding lessons, it's a dream come
true! Mallory is so excited that she can hardly concentrate at
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the BSC meetings anymore. But then the lessons begin, and
Mallory discovers that dreaming about horses can be a lot
more fun than actually riding them. The best friends you'll
ever have--with classic BSC covers and a letter from Ann M.
Martin!
The Dream Life of Jesus is a fictional account of Jesus's
dream life, created and adapted from the extensive dream
journals of the author. It attempts to imagine what Jesus
would have recorded in his dream journals had he kept them.
The early life of Jesus was guided by the dreams of his
earthly father, Joseph, as recorded in the first two chapters of
the Gospel of Matthew. The Jewish Talmud says, "A dream
not interpreted is like a letter unopened from God." Sigmund
Freud said that "dreams are the royal road to the
Unconscious." And Jeremy Taylor says that "all dreams come
in the service of health and wholeness." It is the intention of
the author to inspire those who read this to start paying
attention to their dreams.
Rosenburg Riding Stables is receiving a new addition. When
a famous French jockey wants to board his prize gelding,
Fairydance, at the stable, horse-crazy Antonia is overcome
with joy and excitement. Antonia immediately forms a deep
connection with Fairydance, but no one else at the stable can
get near him; he bucks them, runs away, and is generally
cranky around anyone but Antonia. But while Antonia is fully
capable of looking after Fairydance, will the famous
Frenchman allow an eleven-year-old girl to care for his prize
horse? When the jockey turns up unexpectedly to check on
his Fairydance after a particularly heavy storm, will everything
come unraveled with the horse’s training, or can Antonia
save the day? A friendship between girl and horse beautifully
told by Elisabeth Zöller and Brigitte Kolloch, featuring color
illustrations by Betina Gotzen-Beek, Antonia, the Horse
Whisperer highlights a classic first love for many girls and
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sets the stage for a new horse series for young readers.

Magic PoniesShowjumping DreamsPenguin UK
Includes stories and poems about horses, and a few
donkeys, by women from Australia and overseas.
While the Internet is an important source for locating
photographic images, there still are hundreds of
photography books published each year for whose
contents there is no external access. This second
supplement to Photography Books Index addresses
this need by analyzing important photographic
anthologies that were published since 1985.
Accessing more than fifty photographic anthologies
that are widely held in libraries across the countryalong with images from two critical annual
compilations, Best of Photojournalism and Graphis
Annual-this book identifies photographs that record
the history of our times. With nearly twice the
number of works indexed in the first supplement,
Photography Books Index III: A Subject Guide to
Photo Anthologies cites a wider scope of
publications. This reference guide provides an
important index to contemporary as well as historical
photographers, including those for whom full
monographs have not been published. Photographs
of important individuals as well as photographic
records of cataclysmic events such as war,
genocide, and mass starvation also can be located
through this index. Extensive descriptions of the
individual photographs-from the commonplace to the
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extraordinary-are identified in this volume. Organized
into three sections-Photographers, Subjects of
Photographs, and Portraits of Named Individualsthese descriptions provide the researcher with
important information on each photograph. An
essential volume for all public, special and academic
libraries, this index will be an invaluable resource for
reporters, historians, academics, students and
anyone wishing to research photographs and
photographers.
The story of the Ken Lance Sports Arena.
Unravels dream symbols and their meanings What
do reoccurring dreams reveal? What's the purpose
of nightmares—and can they be stopped? Why do
some people show up in dreams? Are some dreams
actually warnings? Going beyond superficial
explanations, The Dream Interpretation Dictionary:
Symbols, Signs and Meanings brings a deep and
rich understanding to a variety of images, signs, and
symbols. It considers the context to help anyone
complete their own personal jigsaw puzzle. It
provides the tools to allow anyone to sort through
possible connections and to make sense of their
dreams. From entries ranging from “Abandonment”
to “Zoo,” this massive tome analyzes sex dreams,
money dreams, dreams of falling, running, or
paralysis and much, much more. It brings profound
insights to thousands of dream messages. It shows
what to look for and what to ignore and teaches how
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to master dream interpretation. Examples of symbols
are given. The complexity and context of a dream
are explored. Signs and their meanings are
illustrated. Illuminating the intelligence of dreams,
decoding clues, explaining symbols, and revealing
the universal meanings of each as well as their
subtler associations, The Dream Interpretation
Dictionary: Symbols, Signs, and Meanings explores
the messages delivered by the unconscious mind
during sleep. It examines how dreams connect to
daily life. It shows how dreams can lead to deeper
understanding and self-awareness. Also included
are a helpful bibliography and an extensive index,
adding to the book’s usefulness.
Best-selling mystery writer Taylor James has
struggled to complete a novel ever since divorcing
her husband. When her publicist insists she take
time away at a remote cabin to “finish the damn
book,” Taylor reluctantly agrees. Amid the crystalclear lakes and towering pines of the north woods,
Taylor encounters a mysterious woman. Small and
beautiful, Levade keeps to herself, but at night she
rides a white horse bareback into the lake, as if
looking for something. Taylor is captivated, but
Levade pushes her away. There’s a secret she
can’t share involving a murderer who walks among
them and who promised to kill anyone or anything
Levade loves. But White Horse Point is haunted by
another pair of lovers, long deceased, who have a
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personal connection to the two women, and are
determined to bring them together.
Working with dreams in therapy can help clients
establish a focus and reach core issues quickly, and
can play an important clinical role in both brief and
long-term therapeutic relationships. This accessible
volume integrates the latest research on sleep and
dreaming with a cognitive-experiential
psychotherapeutic perspective, providing a
comprehensive guide to dream interpretation. In
clear, jargon-free prose, elucidated by extensive
case material, the author presents a three-stage
model of dream interpretation based on the premises
that dreams reflect waking life, that their meaning is
best understood in a collaborative effort between
client and therapist, and that both cognitions and
emotions are important in this process. An Appendix
contains a reproducible, self-guided manual on
dream interpretation featuring step-by-step
instructions and worksheets. This Appendix is an
ideal resource for therapists to use with clients.
Horse-crazy fourth-grader Ellie James constantly dreams
about having a horse of her own, and God finally seems
to have answered her prayers, but not with the gleaming
black stallion she has been longing for.
Paranormal warrior Jessica Walsh enlists the help of her
psychic neighbor, Daisy Giordano, to help discover who
or what is causing Nightshade, California, residents to
die in their sleep with horrified looks on their faces.
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Evy has a couple of BIG problems. First, her orphaned
moose calf is causing her a world of trouble. Her mom is
ready to lock him up and throw away the key. Second,
Evy discovers that her mom’s art dealer is stealing
money from them, and even worse, he’s purposefully
destroying her mom’s confidence in her art. How can
Evy prove his crime? Maybe with a little help from her
friends, both horses and human – and one very
rambunctious moose calf. Maybe moose trouble is
exactly what her family needs!
Mercedes Cajada, born in Mozambique to a Portuguese
cattle rancher and politician, married at nineteen and
moved to South Africa to further her education. Her
graduation year coincided with the independence of
Mozambique, and she stayed in South Africa at the
advice of her father. Many years later, an American
company offered her a job in the United States. She
moved to America in search of a better life and a brighter
future for her child. Ms. Cajada is the mother of an
intelligent child who also happens to be disabled. For
Ms. Cajada’s daughter, the most simple task can
become a lifetime achievement and a very fulfilling
experience! A narrative of true facts, The American
Dream? is an expression of the author’s feelings and
her interpretation of life. Along the road, numerous
people have crossed her path — some in a negative
manner, others enriching her days. Every single person
has left a strong imprint on the author’s journey.
Although fictitious names have been used, this is a true
story about life, people, and laws, and the struggles of
trying to stay ahead in a competitive, self-centered
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society. The American Dream? chronicles Ms. Cajada’s
search for equal rights and her attempt to belong.
Living on a farm can mean lots of hard work. But it can
also mean having lots of animals and lots of fun. Meet
horse-crazy Hilary Andrews in author Robin H. Kramers
Mulberry Dreams. She loves nature and the outdoorsand
her pony, Holly. Even on the most ordinary day, life at
the Andrews farm is packed with extraordinary fun. But
growing up on a farm, Hilary realizes that practical and
sometimes hard decisions must be made. Even about
her beloved pony. Mulberry Dreams tells the story of a
young girl whose confidence and bravery grows daily
through adventures and misadventures growing up on a
south Florida farm in the sixties.
When Alexandra’s pony gets injured during a jumping
circuit, Alexandra is crushed—and worried. But then she
meets magical pony Comet. Alexandra and Comet help
each other out, and make new friends along the way!
Loving to work with her favorite horse, Cloudy, Maddie
learns that the horse's former owners want to buy her
back, a situation that compels her to tap the advice of
her Pony Post friends to prevent the sale.
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